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Although intrinsic motivation is an important type of motivation, it is not the only type of self- determined motivation [4].A
person may be driven to act by outer variable i.e., extrinsic.

The theory proposes universal, innate psychological needs: Perceived autonomy is high when individuals feel
they are engaging in sport because they choose to do so, not because they feel pressured by other people
parents, coaches or external factors expectations. Psychological relatedness is defined by a sense of shared
experience and meaningful relationships. Therefore, people are motivated by activities which allow them to
form and enjoy good relationships. Thus, people feel motivated by activities which allow them to satisfy those
three needs. Those activities are enjoyable and driven by intrinsic motivation. Originally, the theory
differentiated between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations were. Intrinsic motivation represents the most
self-determined or autonomous behavior regulation by inherent interest, enjoyment and satisfaction. There are
three types of intrinsic motivation: Intrinsic motivation toward knowledge is observed if an activity is
performed for the pleasure or satisfaction of learning or understanding something. Intrinsic motivation toward
accomplishment is defined as engaging in an activity for the pleasure of accomplishing or creating something.
Intrinsic motivation toward stimulation occurs when an activity is performed to obtain stimulating
experiences. Differently, extrinsic or controlled motivation characterizes those activities that yield specific
outcomes in terms of rewards or avoided punishments whereas perceived autonomy is low. External
regulation, where behavior is controlled by external incentives such as praise, rewards, and punishment
avoidance; Introjected regulation, when the external contingencies have been internalized and the individual
acts to facilitate self-esteem e. As the individuals progress along this continuum, their motivation becomes less
controlled and more self-determined Ryan and Deci At the far end of the self-determination continuum is
amotivation representing a lack of any impetus for behavior. Intrinsic motivation and self-determination in
human behavior. Human needs and the self-determination of behavior. Psychological Inquiry, 11, Li, W.
Effects of dispositional ability conceptions, manipulated learning environments, and intrinsic motivation on
persistence and performance: Research Quarterly For Exercise and Sport, 79, Self-determination theory and
the facilitation of intrinsic motivation, social development, and well-being. American Psychologist, 55,
Motivating Learning, Performance, and Persistence: Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 87, The
relationship between psychological needs, self-determined motivation, exercise attitudes, and physical fitness.
Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 33,
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Early in this century, most empirically oriented psychologists believed that all motivation was based in the physiology of
a set of non-nervousÂ system tissue needs.

Deci and Richard Ryan in a practical way. After reading it, you will understand the basics of this powerful
Personal Happiness and motivation theory. What is the Self Determination Theory? A lot of theories have
developed about motivation over the years. Deci and the American professor in clinical psychology Richard
Ryan. Self Determination Theory focusses on the human motivation and personality, which relate to, among
other things, the innate psychological human needs. It researches the reasons behind the choices people make
from themselves, without being influenced by external factors. It is about individual behaviour with which
people motivate themselves and from which they handle. Extrinsic and intrinsic The external factors that
stimulate, motivate and move a person, are called extrinsic motivators. Within organisations this means that
employees are extrinsically motivated by, for example, rewards , annual numbers, evaluations and references.
The opinion their colleagues have of them, also belongs to this category. On the other hand, people are also
motivated and stimulated from within. It is their personal interest, curiosity, or drive to learn something new,
that belongs to this intrinsic motivation. This develops passion, creativity, and determination. The
interconnection between the extrinsic and the intrinsic motifs form the basis of the Self Determination Theory.
Psychological needs Man is an active organism that improves, develops, and lifts itself to a higher level. It
demands ongoing social nutrients and support. The social context can support or block this psychological
growth. The tension field between the man and his social context determines his behaviour, experiences and
developments. SDT believes that the most desirable and high-value forms of motivation and involvement are
perseverance, improved performance, and creativity. To support this, autonomy, competence, and relatedness
are essential. Social surroundings The Self Determination Theory emphasizes the natural growth of people
towards positive motivation. People must be nourished by the social environment, which leads to improved
happiness and well-being. The need for autonomy, competence, and relatedness are three universal and
congenital psychological needs, according do Deci and Ryan. When satisfied they lead to optimal motivation.
SDT assumes that man exhibits positive qualities, makes an effort and allows freedom of choice. Within the
Self Determination Theory this is known as the inherent growth tendencies. In addition, man has the innate
psychological need for self-motivation. When the three elementary psychological needs are met, this will
increase health and well-being. These needs can be applied universally, but can manifest differently based on
time, culture , or experience: Deci and Richard Ryan discovered that extrinsic rewards for intrinsically
motivated behaviour undermined intrinsic motivation. Resulting in a decrease of autonomy. Competence This
is about the urge to control the outcome, as well as the control of your own experiences. Positive feedback
therefore leads to a high competence level; it increases the intrinsic motivation but decreases the extrinsic
motivation. Relatedness This is about the urge for connection with the environment and other individuals.
Man is a social animal and has the need to be, and communicate with, other humans. Sub-theories Formally,
the Self Determination Theory consists of 6 sub-theories that have been developed to explain motivational
phenomena. Firstly, this is the Cognitive Evaluation Theory, which relates to intrinsic motivation. Second is
Organismic Integration Theory, which dives into the extrinsic motivation and the behaviour paired with it. The
third theory is that of Causality Orientations, which describes individual differences in the way people orient
themselves to the environment and regulate behaviour in different ways. The fourth theory is that of the Basic
Psychological Needs, which shows that psychological well-being and optimal functioning are based on
autonomy, competence, and relatedness. In essence, this forms the basis for the Self Determination Theory.
The fifth theory is the Goal Contents Theory, in which the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic goals, and
their impact on the motivation and the well-being of man, are described. Extrinsic goals, such as financial
success and fame, are diametrically opposed to intrinsic goals. In the latter case, think of appreciation,
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interpersonal relationships, and self-realization. The final is the Relations Motivation Theory, which focusses
on all possible human relations and interactions that are essential for behaviour, adaptation, and well-being.
Deci and Richard Ryan? Do you recognize the practical explanation or do you have more suggestions? What
are your success factors for personal happiness and how do you get motivated? Share your experience and
knowledge in the comments box below. If you liked this article, then please subscribe to our Free Newsletter
for the latest posts on Management models and methods. More information Deci, E. Intrinsic motivation and
self-determination in human behavior. The Handbook of Self-Determination Research. University of
Rochester Press. Journal of Organizational behavior , 26 4 , Basic psychological needs in motivation,
development, and wellness. How to cite this article: Retrieved [insert date] from ToolsHero: Your rating is
more than welcome or share this article via Social media!
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Intrinsic Motivation and Self-Determination in Human Behavior (Perspectives in Social Psychology) [Edward L. Deci,
Richard M. Ryan] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Early in this century, most
empirically oriented psychologists believed that all motivation was based in the physiology of a set of non-nervousÂ
system tissue.

Follow us Overview People are centrally concerned with motivation â€” how to move themselves or others to
act. Everywhere, parents, teachers, coaches, and managers struggle with how to motivate those that they
mentor, and individuals struggle to find energy, mobilize effort and persist at the tasks of life and work.
People are often moved by external factors such as reward systems, grades, evaluations, or the opinions they
fear others might have of them. Yet, just as frequently, people are motivated from within, by interests,
curiosity, care or abiding values. These intrinsic motivations are not necessarily externally rewarded or
supported, but nonetheless they can sustain passions, creativity, and sustained efforts. The interplay between
the extrinsic forces acting on persons and the intrinsic motives and needs inherent in human nature is the
territory of Self-Determination Theory. Self-Determination Theory SDT represents a broad framework for the
study of human motivation and personality. SDT articulates a meta-theory for framing motivational studies, a
formal theory that defines intrinsic and varied extrinsic sources of motivation, and a description of the
respective roles of intrinsic and types of extrinsic motivation in cognitive and social development and in
individual differences. In addition, SDT proposes that the degree to which any of these three psychological
needs is unsupported or thwarted within a social context will have a robust detrimental impact on wellness in
that setting. The dynamics of psychological need support and need thwarting have been studied within
families, classrooms, teams, organizations, clinics, and cultures using specific propositions detailed within
SDT. The SDT framework thus has both broad and behavior-specific implications for understanding practices
and structures that enhance versus diminish need satisfaction and the full functioning that follows from it.
These many implications are best revealed by the varied papers listed on this website, which range from basic
research on motivational micro-processes to applied clinical trials aiming at population outcomes. It begins
with the assumption that people are active organisms, with evolved tendencies toward growing, mastering
ambient challenges, and integrating new experiences into a coherent sense of self. These natural
developmental tendencies do not, however, operate automatically, but instead require ongoing social
nutriments and supports. That is, the social context can either support or thwart the natural tendencies toward
active engagement and psychological growth, or it can catalyze lack of integration, defense, and fulfillment of
need-substitutes. Within SDT, the nutriments for healthy development and functioning are specified using the
concept of basic psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness. To the extent that the needs
are ongoingly satisfied, people will develop and function effectively and experience wellness, but to the extent
that they are thwarted, people will more likely evidence ill-being and non-optimal functioning. The darker
sides of human behavior and experience, such as certain types of psychopathology, prejudice, and aggression
are understood in terms of reactions to basic needs having been thwarted, either developmentally or
proximally. Each, therefore, addresses one facet of motivation or personality functioning. CET specifically
addresses the effects of social contexts on intrinsic motivation, or how factors such as rewards, interpersonal
controls, and ego-involvements impact intrinsic motivation and interest. CET highlights the critical roles
played by competence and autonomy supports in fostering intrinsic motivation, which is critical in education,
arts, sport, and many other domains. The second mini-theory, Organismic Integration Theory OIT , addresses
the topic of extrinsic motivation in its various forms, with their properties, determinants, and consequences.
Broadly speaking, extrinsic motivation is behavior that is instrumentalâ€”that aims toward outcomes extrinsic
to the behavior itself. Yet, there are distinct forms of instrumentality, which include external regulation,
introjection, identification, and integration. These subtypes of extrinsic motivation are seen as falling along a
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continuum of internalization. The more internalized the extrinsic motivation, the more autonomous the person
will be when enacting the behaviors. OIT is further concerned with social contexts that enhance or forestall
internalizationâ€”that is, with what conduces toward people either resisting, partially adopting, or deeply
internalizing values, goals, or belief systems. OIT particularly highlights supports for autonomy and
relatedness as critical to internalization. COT describes and assesses three types of causality orientations:
BPNT argues that psychological well-being and optimal functioning is predicated on autonomy, competence,
and relatedness. Therefore, contexts that support versus thwart these needs should invariantly impact wellness.
The theory argues that all three needs are essential and that if any is thwarted there will be distinct functional
costs. Because basic needs are universal aspects of functioning, BPNT looks at cross-developmental and
cross-cultural settings for validation and refinements. The fifth mini-theory, Goal Contents Theory GCT ,
grows out of the distinctions between intrinsic and extrinsic goals and their impact on motivation and
wellness. Goals are seen as differentially affording basic need satisfactions and are thus differentially
associated with well-being. Relatedness, which has to do with the development and maintenance of close
personal relationships such as best friends and romantic partners as well as belonging to groups, is one of the
three basic psychological needs. Relationships Motivation Theory RMT , the sixth mini-theory, is concerned
with these and other relationships, and posits that some amount of such interactions is not only desirable for
most people but is in fact essential for their adjustment and well-being because the relationships provide
satisfaction of the need for relatedness. However, research shows that not only is the relatedness need satisfied
in high-quality relationships, but the autonomy need and to a lesser degree the competence need are also
satisfied. Indeed, the highest quality personal relationships are ones in which each partner supports the
autonomy, competence, and relatedness needs of the other. Other Topics of Interest As SDT has expanded,
both theoretical developments and empirical findings have led SDT researchers to examine a plethora of
processes and phenomena integral to personality growth, effective functioning, and wellness. For example,
SDT research has focused on the role of mindfulness as a foundation for autonomous regulation of behavior,
leading to both refined measurement and theorizing about awareness. The study of facilitating conditions for
intrinsic motivation led to a theory and measurement strategy regarding vitality, an indicator of both mental
and physical wellness. Work on vitality also uncovered the remarkable positive impact of the experience of
nature on well-being. Some research within SDT has more closely examined the forms personal passions can
take, with individuals being obsessive or harmonious as a function of internalization processes. Cross-cultural
tests of SDT have led to an increased understanding of how economic and cultural forms impact the invariant
aspects of human nature. Research on wellness has also led to new theory and research on the assessment of
well-being itself, including the distinction between hedonic and eudaimonic forms of living. Specific topics
such as autonomy versus controlled motivation has led to greater understanding of internalized control such as
ego-involvement and contingent self-esteem and of the differences between them and autonomous
self-regulation. Indeed these few examples supply just a taste of how the generative framework of SDT has
enhanced research on a variety of processes of interest to the field. Applications In addition to formal theory
development, research has applied SDT in many domains including education, organizations, sport and
physical activity, religion, health and medicine, parenting, virtual environments and media, close relationships,
and psychotherapy. Across these domains research has looked at how controlling versus autonomy-supportive
environments impact functioning and wellness, as well as performance and persistence. In addition, supports
for relatedness and competence are seen as interactive with volitional supports in fostering engagement and
value within specific settings, and within domains of activity. This body of applied research has led to
considerable specification of techniques, including goal structures and ways of communicating that have
proven effective at promoting maintained, volitional motivation. The varied articles on this website
demonstrate the many types of inquiry associated with the SDT framework, as well as its generative capacity
with respect to practical issues in human organizations of all kinds. Relevant research reports and theoretical
discussion are listed in the Publications section, organized by topic. By focusing on the fundamental
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psychological tendencies toward intrinsic motivation and integration, SDT occupies a unique position in
psychology, as it addresses not only the central questions of why people do what they do, but also the costs
and benefits of various ways of socially regulating or promoting behavior. Overviews of the theory can be
found in Ryan and Deci and in Deci and Ryan , , as well as numerous other articles and chapters identified
here on our website. Intrinsic motivation and self-determination in human behavior. Human needs and the
self-determination of behavior. Psychological Inquiry, 11, Self-determination theory and the facilitation of
intrinsic motivation, social development, and well-being. American Psychologist, 55,
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Rochester Rochester, New York PLENUM PRESS â€¢ NEW YORK AND LONDON.

These needs are seen as universal necessities that are innate, not learned instinctive , and seen in humanity
across time, gender and culture. If this happens there are positive consequences e. Needs[ edit ] SDT supports
three basic psychological needs that must be satisfied to foster well-being and health. These needs can be
universally applied. However, some may be more salient than others at certain times and are expressed
differently based on time, culture, or experience. SDT makes distinctions between different types of
motivation and the consequences of them. Intrinsic motivation[ edit ] Intrinsic motivation is the natural,
inherent drive to seek out challenges and new possibilities that SDT associates with cognitive and social
development. Cognitive evaluation theory CET [17] is a sub-theory of SDT that specifies factors explaining
intrinsic motivation and variability with it and looks at how social and environmental factors help or hinder
intrinsic motivations. CET focuses on the needs of competence and autonomy. Claiming social context events
like feedback on work or rewards lead to feelings of competence and so enhance intrinsic motivations. Deci
[13] found positive feedback enhanced intrinsic motivations and negative feedback diminished it. Vallerand
and Reid [18] went further and found that these effects were being mediated by perceived control. Autonomy,
however, must accompany competence for people to see their behaviours as self determined by intrinsic
motivation. For this to happen there must be immediate contextual support for both needs or inner resources
based on prior development support for both needs. Grolnick and Ryan [20] found lower intrinsic motivation
in children who believed their teachers to be uncaring or cold and so not fulfilling their relatedness needs.
Extrinsic motivation[ edit ] Extrinsic motivation comes from external sources. Deci and Ryan [17] developed
organismic integration theory OIT , as a sub-theory of SDT, to explain the different ways extrinsically
motivated behaviour is regulated. OIT details the different forms of extrinsic motivation and the contexts in
which they come about. It is the context of such motivation that concerns the SDT theory as these contexts
affect whether the motivations are internalised and so integrated into the sense of self. OIT describes four
different types of extrinsic motivations that often vary in terms of their relative autonomy: Is the least
autonomous, it is performed because of external demand or possible reward. Such actions can be seen to have
an externally perceived locus of causality. Deci and Ryan [21] claim such behaviour normally represents
regulation by contingent self-esteem, citing ego involvement as a classic form of introjections. Since the
causality of the behavior is perceived as external, the behavior is considered non-self-determined. Is a more
autonomously driven form of extrinsic motivation. It involves consciously valuing a goal or regulation so that
said action is accepted as personally important. Is the most autonomous kind of extrinsic motivation. Because
of this, integrated motivations share qualities with intrinsic motivation but are still classified as extrinsic
because the goals that are trying to be achieved are for reasons extrinsic to the self, rather than the inherent
enjoyment or interest in the task. Extrinsically motivated behaviours can be integrated into self. OIT proposes
internalization is more likely to occur when there is a sense of relatedness. Internalisation of extrinsic
motivation is also linked to competence. OIT suggests that feelings of competence in activities should
facilitate internalisation of said actions. If an external context allows a person to integrate regulationâ€”they
must feel competent, related and autonomous. They must also understand the regulation in terms of their other
goals to facilitate a sense of autonomy. Basic needs and intrinsic motivation[ edit ] White [16] and deCharms
[12] proposed that the need for competence and autonomy is the basis of intrinsic motivation and behaviour.
Autonomy[ edit ] Deci [27] found that offering people extrinsic rewards for behaviour that is intrinsically
motivated undermined the intrinsic motivation as they grow less interested in it. Initially intrinsically
motivated behaviour becomes controlled by external rewards, which undermines their autonomy. Further
research by Amabile, DeJong and Lepper [28] found other external factors like deadlines, which restrict and
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control, also decrease intrinsic motivation. Situations that give autonomy as opposed to taking it away also
have a similar link to motivation. Vallerand and Reid [18] found negative feedback has the opposite effect i.
Obviously, replications of all the attachment-motivation relations are needed with different and larger samples.
Some people develop stronger needs than others, creating individual differences. However, individual
differences within the theory focus on concepts resulting from the degree to which needs have been satisfied
or not satisfied. Causality orientations[ edit ] Causality orientations are motivational orientations that refer to
either the way people orient to an environment and regulate their behaviour because of this or the extent to
which they are self determined in general across many settings. SDT created three orientations: Result from
satisfaction of competence and relatedness needs but not of autonomy and is linked to regulation through
internal and external contingencies, which lead to rigid functioning and diminished well being. Results from
failing to fulfill all three needs. This is also related to poor functioning and ill being. According to the theory
people have some amount of each of the orientations, which can be used to make predictions on a persons
psychological health and behavioural outcomes. Life goals[ edit ] Life goals are long-term goals people use to
guide their activities, and they fall into two categories: Contain life goals like affiliation, generativity and
personal development. Have life goals like wealth, fame and attractiveness. There have been several studies on
this subject that chart intrinsic goals being associated with greater health, well being and performance.
External rewards on intrinsic motivation[ edit ] Deci [27] investigated the effects of external rewards on
intrinsic motivation in two laboratory and one field experiment. Based on the results from earlier animal and
human studies regarding intrinsic motivation the author explored two possibilities. In the first two experiments
he looked at the effect of extrinsic rewards in terms of a decrease in intrinsic motivation to perform a task.
Earlier studies showed contradictory or inconclusive findings regarding decrease in performance on a task
following an external reward. The third experiment was based on findings of developmental learning theorists
and looked at whether a different type of reward enhances intrinsic motivation to participate in an activity.
Experiment I[ edit ] This experiment tested the hypothesis that if an individual is intrinsically motivated to
perform an activity, introduction of an extrinsic reward decreases the degree of intrinsic motivation to perform
the task. Each group participated in three sessions conducted on three different days. During the sessions,
participants were engaged in working on a Soma cube puzzleâ€”which the experimenters assumed was an
activity college students would be intrinsically motivated to do. The puzzle could be put together to form
numerous different configurations. In each session, the participants were shown four different configurations
drawn on a piece of paper and were asked to use the puzzle to reproduce the configurations while they were
being timed. The first and third session of the experimental condition were identical to control, but in the
second session the participants in the experimental condition were given a dollar for completing each puzzle
within time. During the middle of each session, the experimenter left the room for eight minutes and the
participants were told that they were free to do whatever they wanted during that time, while the experimenter
observed during that period. The amount of time spent working on the puzzle during the free choice period
was used to measure motivation. As Deci expected, when external reward was introduced during session two,
the participants spent more time working on the puzzles during the free choice period in comparison to session
1 and when the external reward was removed in the third session, the time spent working on the puzzle
dropped lower than the first session. Experiment II[ edit ] The second experiment was a field experiment,
similar to laboratory Experiment I, but was conducted in a natural setting. Eight student workers were
observed at a college biweekly newspaper. Four of the students served as a control group and worked on
Friday. The experimental group worked on Tuesdays. The control and experimental group students were not
aware that they were being observed. The week observation was divided into three time periods. The task in
this study required the students to write headlines for the newspaper. During "Time 2", the students in the
experimental group were given 50 cents for each headline they wrote. At the end of Time 2, they were told
that in the future the newspaper cannot pay them 50 cent for each headline anymore as the newspaper ran out
of the money allocated for that and they were not paid for the headlines during Time 3. The speed of task
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completion headlines was used as a measure of motivation in this experiment. Absences were used as a
measure of attitudes. To assess the stability of the observed effect, the experimenter observed the students
again Time 4 for two weeks. There was a gap of five weeks between Time 3 and Time 4. Due to absences and
change in assignment etc. Experiment III[ edit ] Experiment III was also conducted in the laboratory and was
identical to Experiment I in all respects except for the kind of external reward provided to the students in
experimental condition during Session 2. In this experiment, verbal praise was used as an extrinsic reward.
The experimenter hypothesized that a different type of rewardâ€”i. This provides evidence that verbal praise
as external reward increases intrinsic motivation. The author explained differences between the two types of
external rewards as having different effects on intrinsic motivation. When a person is intrinsically motivated to
perform a task and money is introduced to work on the task, the individual cognitively re-evaluates the
importance of the task and the intrinsic motivation to perform the task because the individual finds it
interesting shifts to extrinsic motivation and the primary focus changes from enjoying the task to gaining
financial reward. However, when verbal praise is provided in a similar situation increases intrinsic motivation
as it is not evaluated to be controlled by external factors and the person sees the task as an enjoyable task that
is performed autonomously. The increase in intrinsic motivation is explained by positive reinforcement and an
increase in perceived locus of control to perform the task. Pritchard, Campbell and Campbell Participants
were randomly assigned to two groups. A chess-problem task was used in this study. Data was collected in
two sessions. Session I[ edit ] Participants were asked to complete a background questionnaire that included
questions on the amount of time the participant played chess during the week, the number of years that the
participant has been playing chess for, amount of enjoyment the participant gets from playing the game, etc.
The participants in both groups were then told that the experimenter needed to enter the information in the
computer and for the next 10 minutes the participant were free to do whatever they liked. The experimenter
left the room for 10 minutes. The room had similar chess-problem tasks on the table, some magazines as well
as coffee was made available for the participants if they chose to have it. The time spent on the chess-problem
task was observed through a one way mirror by the experimenter during the 10 minutes break and was used as
a measure of intrinsic motivation. After the experimenter returned, the experimental group was told that there
was a monetary reward for the participant who could work on the most chess problems in the given time and
that the reward is for this session only and would not be offered during the next session.
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explain an increasing number of phenomena. It was not.
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